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before the water has done much damage
(half length zip). The colour supplied was
‘moss green’ (olive) and certainly, for the
fashion conscious goes with anything. By
AB

by Ian Gilliver MDOC

Outdoor Trousers £9.99
Men’s and ladies outdoor trousers are
available in 3/4 length or full length zip
off. Wind resistant, breathable and made
with a quick drying fabric, these trousers
withstand all weather conditions. Trousers are available in olive and sand for
Ladies (S-L), or brown and olive for Men
(M-XL).
Our tester tried out the ¾ length Ladies
version:
As a ‘girl’ I have to say the initial attraction was the colour, shallow I know. That
aside I found them very comfortable and
a good fit, sometimes difficult as someone who sits between a size 12 and 14.
In terms of practicality they were perfect,
I have been out cycling in them a couple
of times and they seem perfect for the
great British summer when shorts will be
too cold and long trousers too hot. They
have washed well and don’t need ironing,
always a bonus in my mind. By SW
Outdoor Jacket (2 in 1) with detachable fleece lining Jacket £29.99
Our test jacket was the Women’s red colour with black fleece.
Fortunately not had chance to test this out
in bad weather. Took it to Jukola where it
kept me nice and warm when I stayed up
late to watch men’s first leg come back. It
seems to be pretty robust - but as I say,
not tested in severe weather. I like the
fact that you can remove the fleece liner
and can wear it separately as a fleece.
Hood is detachable. Nicely styled: red
with black trim and black poppers. By
CR
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Other essential walking gear includes:
Gaiters (£3.99), Walking Socks (£2.99),
Compass (£1.99), Outdoor Base Layer
£4.99, Walking Pole £4.99, Packable
Outdoor Overtrousers £6.99, Outdoor
Soft Shell Jacket £12.99 and more.
Aldi’s motto is ‘With Aldi you really can
Spend a little, Live a lot.’ And there is no
doubt you get quite a bit for your money.
The range is ideal for those people who
lose things, as replacements are cheap,
or for those who dabble occasionally in
some short walking activity. If you are really serious or want to spend much longer
wearing these items in one go, you may
well opt for more expensive, higher performance brands which will probably be
more durable. But how often do we spend
loads to only have these items gather
dust as they only get used once a year.
Aldi’s range is certain to prove popular.
For more information visit the website
www.aldi-stores.co.uk or call 08705
134262.
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T h e
Italian
5
days
might be a
candidate for the
smallest open international event of the
summer, with fewer than
100 participants on most days,
and only 46 people finishing all
5 days. Located in Italy’s Gargano peninsular (the ‘knuckle’ on its Adriatic
Coast), the event comprised 3 days in Foresta Umbra, and 2 days in medieval
hill towns.
Two of the 5 days were run in parallel with TROFEO DELLE REGIONI
D’ITALIA, which featured a relay on Day 2 and an individual competition on
Day 3, the latter attracting some 260 additional participants from across Italy,
but few stayed on for the street events.
On the competition days, the organisation was well staffed, and appeared
relaxed if not casual (with, for instance, start-times announced only one day
in advance), but the terrain, mapping and course planning were all of a high
standard. Courses were notably shorter than comparable events elsewhere,
perhaps consistent with the feeling of a ‘holiday’ event. In the forest, temperatures were in the high 20s, some 5 or 6 degrees lower than the coastal areas
where most people stayed, but both street events were run in temperatures
in the mid 30s.
With few exceptions (notably including Mike Billinghurst WCOC and Warren
Key (Australia) in M45, Mary Healy (Ireland) in W45, and Katarina Borg on
days 4 and 5), the event did not attract top competitors. Several participants
had problems in the low visibility and heavily contoured parts of the forest, and
those who managed clean runs at slow speed achieved better positions than
they might usually expect – which was nice for me!
For me, the street events were the highlight of the competition. Most of the
mapped areas were not designed with cars in mind, and alleys of varying
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width, walls providing abrupt drops or dead ends, and flights of
steps of varying length and steepness characterised the areas.
Straight routes were neither visible nor feasible. ‘Approximate
navigation’ was penalised at every turn, and hence total concentration was essential – as I was reminded on Day 5, when I
missed out a control! Relative success could be achieved by taking longer routes to simplify (and take the risk out of) navigation
[e.g. 1 to 2 on Day 4].
Most adult passers-by (be they tourists or locals) ignored the
participants as they ran through the popular parts of the towns,
but local kids cheered and jeered as streams of competitors visited controls in the more residential areas.
There were no course options for adult beginners, but in other
respects it was a most enjoyable, if relaxed, event. Recommended!
Gabriele Viale, Chief Organiser, was asked about the next Puglia
5 days and he replied, “5 days Puglia (3 days in Forest and 2
days in city) will be held also next year in 2009, from 5th to 9th
October. (Monday to Friday with first start on Monday 5th at 19.00
o’clock: sprint night in the city.) It will be fabulous!” So put it in
your diaries now…
For full results and more information, www.orienteering.it/
5dayspuglia
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